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Regular Expression Component
Library is an easy to use library
for searching and/or replacing

strings or data in files using
regular expressions in non-

managed C++ code. It supports
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both MFC programming using
the MFC programming model
and non-MFC programming.

Both methods of programming
support a properties, methods,
and events model with VC++

and Visual Studio.NET 2002. It
has flexible expression options
to match any type of regular
expression syntax. There is
extensive documentation to

explain its use and the library is
fully supported. The library is

also fast and easy to use and the
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header files automatically link
in the correct supporting

libraries. Regular expressions
are a means of doing searching
based on patterns adopted from

the UNIX idea of regular
expressions in various Unix

tools. The
properties/methods/events

model uses: a) Properties for
specifying a regular expression,

string to match, file
specification ( with wildcards )
to match, flexible options for
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regular expression syntax,
flexible options for matching

considerations, and other
properties to enhance matching

capabilities. b) Methods to
match a string in numerous
ways; the entire string, the

beginning of the string,
anywhere in the string, multiple
exclusive matches in a string.
Methods to match file data;

either a single match in a file or
multiple matches in a file. A
method to change data in a
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string or file based on format-
like replacement syntax which

can use the actual data found or
one of its sub-expressions. A
method for splitting strings

based on regular expressions. c)
Events to handle the gathering
of specific data for each of the
matching methods. Most of the
event handlers gain access to

what the expression matches as
well as to what each sub-

expression of the expression
matches. Give Regular
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Expression Component Library
for VC7 a try to see what it's all

about! Download the trial:
Regular Expression Component
Library is an easy to use library
for searching and/or replacing

strings or data in files using
regular expressions in non-

managed C++ code. It supports
both MFC programming using
the MFC programming model
and non-MFC programming.

Both methods of programming
support a properties, methods,
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and events model with VC++
and Visual Studio.NET 2002. It
has flexible expression options
to match any type of regular
expression syntax. There is
extensive documentation to

explain its use and the library is
fully supported. The library is

also fast and easy to use and the
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Regular Expression Component Library For VC7 

The Regular Expression
Component Library is a fast,
easy to use, and flexible library
for building regular expressions
and performing searches and/or
replacement on strings in files or
data using regular expressions in
VC++ and Visual Studio.NET
2002. It supports both MFC
programming using the MFC
programming model and non-
MFC programming. Both
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methods of programming
support a properties, methods,
and events model with VC++
and Visual Studio.NET 2002.
The following is a list of
features. A. Properties: 1.
Option to specify a regular
expression. 2. Option to specify
a string to match in any of
several ways: entire string,
beginning of the string,
anywhere in the string, multiple
exclusive matches in a string. 3.
Option to specify a file
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specification ( with wildcards )
to match in any of several ways:
entire file, beginning of file,
anywhere in file, multiple
exclusive matches in a file. 4.
Option to specify multiple
matches in a string, or any
combination of these. 5. Option
to specify the match against a
string or file is case-sensitive,
case-insensitive, or ignore case.
6. Option to specify to search
the entire string, or only a
portion. 7. Option to specify to
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do a bitwise match or logical
match of the expression. 8.
Option to specify to use a multi-
line or single line expression. 9.
Option to specify to consider
only one of a multiple match.
10. Option to specify to do a
multi-string search with respect
to one expression. 11. Option to
specify to do a multi-file search
with respect to one expression.
12. Option to specify to do a
multi-string search with respect
to multiple expressions. 13.
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Option to specify to do a multi-
file search with respect to
multiple expressions. 14. Option
to specify to use a fixed or
variable quantifier for matching.
15. Option to specify the match
is between a begin and end of
text. 16. Option to specify a
match to only consider the text
between the beginning and end
of the match. 17. Option to
specify to treat the string as a
literal. 18. Option to specify the
string is empty. 19. Option to
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specify the string is null. 20.
Option to specify to ignore the
specified string and use the
string "*". 21. Option to specify
to treat the specified string as a
wildcard. 22. Option to specify
a fixed length

What's New In?

The Regular Expression
Component Library (The
Regular Expression Library or
The Regular Expression
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Library) is an easy to use library
for searching and/or replacing
strings or data in files using
regular expressions in non-
managed C++ code. It supports
both MFC programming using
the MFC programming model
and non-MFC programming.
Both methods of programming
support a properties, methods,
and events model with VC++
and Visual Studio.NET 2002.
Regular expressions are a means
of doing searching based on
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patterns adopted from the UNIX
idea of regular expressions in
various Unix tools. The Regular
Expression Component Library
has flexible expression options
to match any type of regular
expression syntax. There is
extensive documentation to
explain its use and the library is
fully supported. The library is
also fast and easy to use and the
header files automatically link
in the correct supporting
libraries. The
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properties/methods/events
model uses: a) Properties for
specifying a regular expression,
string to match, file
specification ( with wildcards )
to match, flexible options for
regular expression syntax,
flexible options for matching
considerations, and other
properties to enhance matching
capabilities. b) Methods to
match a string in numerous
ways; the entire string, the
beginning of the string,
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anywhere in the string, multiple
exclusive matches in a string.
Methods to match file data;
either a single match in a file or
multiple matches in a file. A
method to change data in a
string or file based on format-
like replacement syntax which
can use the actual data found or
one of its sub-expressions. A
method for splitting strings
based on regular expressions. c)
Events to handle the gathering
of specific data for each of the
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matching methods. Most of the
event handlers gain access to
what the expression matches as
well as to what each sub-
expression of the expression
matches. Give Regular
Expression Component Library
for VC7 a try to see what it's all
about! How to use the Regular
Expression Component Library:
To create a MFC application
using the Regular Expression
Library: 1. Add the Regular
Expression Component Library
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library, and the required
supporting MFC libraries to
your project. 2. Add the regular
expression expression definition
to your projects C++ property
sheet. 3. In your program, add
the "CRRExp" project DLL to
your project. 4. Declare and use
your regular expression
component in your program. 5.
With VC++.NET 2002, add a
C++ COM object to your.NET
application, which references
the CRRExp DLL. Add the
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Regular Expression Component
Library to your project in
VC++.NET 2002: To include
the Regular Expression
Component Library in your
project, add a new project to
your project that references the
Regular Expression Component
Library. For more information:
Regular expressions are a means
of doing searching based on
patterns adopted from the UNIX
idea of regular expressions in
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System Requirements For Regular Expression Component Library For VC7:

The recommended system
specification is: NVIDIA®
GeForce GTX
980/970/970TI/980Ti (DX11)
or AMD Radeon R9
290/390/390X/390X Linux
Video Codec: H.264/MPEG-4
AVC, HEVC (AV1) Windows
10 (64bit) 5GB RAM 4x1GB
VRAM Memory AMD FX 8350
AVX2 DirectX 11.3 / OpenGL
3.3 Intel i7-4790 or
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